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'Songs in the English class'

Songs are a great source of ‘real-life’ language and we

can use music to practise lots of different language

skills. Most of all, songs are a funny way to learn a

language.

We are going to present some techniques that we
usually use to teach English through songs.





'Songs in the English class'

I have climbed the highest mountains
I have run through the fields
Only to be with you
Only to be with you

I have run, I have crawled
I have scaled
These city walls
These city walls
Only to be with you

But I still haven't found
What I'm looking for
But I still haven't found
What I'm looking for

I have kissed honey lips
Felt the healing in her fingertips
It burned like fire
This burning desire

I have spoken with the tongue of angels
I have held the hand of the devil
It was warm in the night
I was cold as a stone

But I still haven't found
What I'm looking for
But I still haven't found
What I'm looking for

I believe in the kingdom come
Then all the colors will
Bleed into one
Bleed into one
But, yes, I'm still running

You broke the bonds
And you loosed the chains
You carried the cross
And all my shame
All my shame
You knowI believe it

But I still haven't found
What I'm looking for
But I still haven't found
What I'm looking for
But I still haven't found
What I'm looking for
But I still haven't found
What I'm looking for

Then students listen to the song “I still haven't found what I'm looking for”, by U2 and check their answers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3-5YC_oHjE



'Songs in the English class'

Tell me how you want this to be

Second technique

Students listen to the song “Dream” byMiley Cyrus

https://youtu.be/RJrBM0T5BPo

While they are listening to the song for the second or third time, they must order the sentences written on

pieces of paper (pair work)

And tell me what you think about me

Do me a favor

Go out on a limb and just dream

Choose your colours extra wise

Paint a pictureWhoa oh, your thoughts are gonna pick me up

Imagine what it be like to touch the sky, yeah, yeah

Do you know it's good to feel so much
Especially what you put on my mind

Whoa, you got me thinking out loud

That nothing's ever out of reach

Whoa, you got my head in the clouds

The more you dream about me the more I believe

So dream, dream, dream

I breathe your visions

Whoa, oh you're giving me the will to try

They steer me towards that moment in time

When you show me what it means for you to be mine, yeah They pull me through the coldest of nights

Do you know that there's happy in these eyes



'Songs in the English class'

Students order the sentences according to the song

Whoa, you got me thinking out loud 

Imagine what it be like to touch the sky, yeah, yeah

Do you know it's good to feel too much

Tell me how you want this to be

Go out on a limb and just dream

Paint a picture

Choose your colours extra wise

The more you dream about me the more that I believe

And tell me what you think about me

So dream, dream, dream

Whoa, you got my head in the clouds

Do me a favor

Especially what you put on my mind

That nothing's ever out of reach

Whoa oh, your thoughts are gonna pick me up

__________

__________

__________

__________ 

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________



'Songs in the English class'

Tell me how you want this to be

Students listen to the song again and check their answers

https://youtu.be/RJrBM0T5BPo

And tell me what you think about me

Do me a favor

Go out on a limb and just dream

Choose your colours extra wise

Paint a picture

Whoa, oh you’re giving me the will to try
Imagine what it’d be like to touch the sky, yeah, yeah

Do you know it's good to feel so much

Especially what you put on my mind

Whoa, you got me thinking out loud

That nothing's ever out of reach

Whoa, you got my head in the clouds

The more you dream about me the more I believe

So dream, dream, dream

I breathe your visions

Whoa, oh your thoughts are gonna pick me up

They steer me towards that moment in time

When you show me what it means for you to be mine, yeah

They pull me through the coldest of nights

Do you know that there's happy in these eyes
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Can’t Stop the Feeling by Justin Timberlake
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ru0K8uYEZWw

• 1. What makes you feel happy? Write some ideas on the mind map below. Then, share your ideas with your classmates

HaHappiness



2. You are going to listen to the song Can’t Stop the Feeling, by Justin Timberlake. But, first, read an excerpt of a review of the

song. Check (✓) the correct words to complete the sentences about it

“After years of waiting for Justin Timberlake to return to his roots, the boy band member turned solo 

artist  on the music scene. Even better, he's bringing you the perfect anthem to start your day with. 

His latest single, ‘Can't Stop The Feeling,’ was released Friday, May 6, and it's hard to stop the 

smiling (and grooving) after just one listen. Aside from the songs catchy beat, Timberlake's ‘Can't 

Stop The Feeling’ lyrics will flood you with feelings of joy, good times, and pure sunlight. And, no, 

I'm seriously not exaggerating.” 

a. The review is __________________.

[ ] positive [ ] negative [ ] neutral

a. According to the review, Can’t Stop the Feeling is a great song to__________________.

[ ] return to your roots    [ ] smile and groove    [ ] start the day

c.  The reviewer says that Timberlake’s song inspires ______________________ feelings.

[ ] positive [ ] negative [ ] neutral





Can’t Stop the Feeling  by Justin Timberlake 

3. Complete the lines with words from the box (not all of them will be used). Pay attention to the rhymes. Then,  

listen to the song and check your answers.

Close    fast   near off   on    phenomenally place zone

a. “I got this feeling inside my bones It goes electric, wavy when I turn it _________. All 

through my city, all through my home We’re flying up, no ceiling, when we’re in our _____

b. “I got that sunshine in my pocket Got that good soul in my feet I feel that hot blood in my 

body when it drops, ooh I can't take my eyes up off it, moving so _________.”

c. “And under the lights when everything goes 

Nowhere to hide when I'm getting you _________.” 

4. Listen to the song again. How does the song make you feel? Take notes while listening

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________





FEELINGS OR EMOTIONS I FELT THIS WAY WHEN

HAPPY

SCARED

UPSET

SURPRISED

BORED

CONFUSED

ANGRY



Video quiz questions

1)

Fill the gap: I got this ________________________ inside my 

________________________

2)

Put the words in order: electric, When It on turn goes I wavy it

3)

Fill the gap: All through my ________________________ All through my 

________________________

4)

Fill the gap: We're flying up, no ceiling, ________________________ we 

in our ________________________

5) In my body when it

draps

drops

drop

6)

Fill the gap: Moving ________________________ phenomenally

7)

Put the words in order: Under lights goes the when everything

8)

Put the words in order: Nowhere when getting hide to close I'm you

9)

Put the words in order: know move you well already we When

10)

Put the words in order: you dance when you dance dance but can see I Nothing

11)

Put the words in order: dance shouldn't I All do But things dance dance you those

12)

Fill the gap: So ________________________ dancing

13)

Fill the gap: I ________________________ stop the ________________________

14)

Put the words in order: Ooh, something it's magical

l15)

Put the words in order: in blood, air, the It's it's rushing in my on it's

16) t the words in order: so my When no high, in ceiling, fly I'm I zone
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A TASK-BASED APPROACH

In a task-based lesson the teacher doesn't pre-determine what language will 
be studied, the lesson is based around the completion of a central task and 
the language studied is determined by what happens as the students 
complete it. The lesson follows certain stages.



PRE-TASK

I introduce the topic “Teaching English Through A Spanish Song” and give the 
students clear instructions on what they will have to do at the task stage and 
I help the students to recall some language that may be useful for the task 
and some material. The teacher is guide who accompany the students and 
help them.



GROUP FORMATION

The students complete a task in cooperative groups using the language 
resources and ICT material such as CLASSROOM and Google Presentation 
that they have as I monitor and offer  encouragement. 

We decided to use Rosalia’s songs, and divided the class into eight groups. 
Each group has a task to complete. 



PLANNING

Students prepare a short oral or written report to tell the class what 
happened during their task. They then practise what they are going to say in 
their groups. Meanwhile I am  available for the students to ask for advice to 
clear up any language questions they may have.



Analysis

Then I highlights relevant parts from their tasks for the students to analyse. I 
can also highlight the written and oral language  that the students used and 
their mistakes for error correction. 



Practice

Finally, I select language areas to practise based upon the needs of the 
students and what emerged from the task. The students then do practice 
activities to increase their confidence and make a note of useful language.









https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32d1b

q-kG5c







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_4coiRG_BI

Translate the song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ragu30xKMB0
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